The Years 7-10 School Uniform consists of the following:

- **Jacket**: ISIK College Jacket (Blue, compulsory in Term 2 & 3 and official school functions)
- **Skirt**: ISIK College skirt (Skirt length must be minimum mid-calf; maximum ankle length.)
- **Shirt**: ISIK College shirt (light blue cotton shirt with ISIK College logo)
- **Jumper**: ISIK College Jumper
- **Shoes**: Traditional black school shoes (leather –buckle or tie; max 3cm heels)
- **Socks**: White, knee high
- **Bag**: ISIK College bag (may use a travel trolley to carry school bags)
- **Head Scarf**: Plain white only (optional)
VCE UNIFORM (Year 11 & 12)

The VCE School Uniform consists of the following:

- **Jacket**: ISIK College Jacket (Navy, compulsory in Term 2 & 3 and official school functions)
- **Skirt**: ISIK College skirt (Navy, skirt length minimum mid-calf; maximum ankle length.)
- **Socks**: White, knee high (Term1& 4), Black or Navy stocking (Term 2 & 3)
- **Shirt**: ISIK College shirt (light blue cotton shirt with ISIK College logo)
- **Jumper**: ISIK College Jumper
- **Shoes**: Traditional black school shoes (leather-buckled or tie-ups; 3 cm high heels)
- **Bag**: ISIK College bag (may use a travel trolley to carry school bags)

**VERY IMPORTANT:** In 2009, it is compulsory for ALL Yr 11 students to wear the new VCE uniform. However, this does not apply to the Yr 12 students. It is optional for them to purchase the new uniform, as it is their final year of secondary schooling.
Appearance/Uniform – Special Requirements
For Secondary Girls (Year 7-12)

- Hair colour should be no other than your natural hair colour. Extreme colouring, including partial and ‘streak’ colouring are not permitted.

- Hair may be plaitted or French-braided however, no feed-in cornrows, lacing, extensions, wraps or dreadlocks are allowed. Attention seeking hairstyles are not permitted.

- Shoulder length hair must be tied back with a plain black, navy or white coloured ribbon, tie or scrunchie.

- Hair bands/ties/scrunchies must be plain black, white or navy in colour.

- Visible jewellery may not be worn, e.g., bracelets, rings. (with the exception of a wristwatch)

- A single gold or silver stud earring or a sleeper no larger than a five-cent piece may be worn, one in each ear lobe. Drop/dangling earrings are not acceptable as they create a risk of injury in sporting activities.

- No facial studs or piecing are allowed.

- No make-up is to be worn.

- Head Scarves (optional) must be plain white in colour

- Neck scarves (which are optional in the winter months) must be plain black navy or white.

- Nails should be clean and trimmed; no nail polish/gloss is permitted.